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    Cool Case: Safely cooled even without electricity
    bwh Koffermanufaktur develops special cases for medicine, 
    Pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and food industry 
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In order to be able to guarantee the cold chain when 

transporting temperature-sensitive goods even without 

power supply, bwh Koffermanufaktur has developed the 

transport case "Cool Case". It is used in medicine, 

pharmacy, biotechnology and also in the food industry. 

Thus, for example, laboratory samples, vaccines and 

medicines or test materials for clinical studies can be 

transported comfortably, safely and for up to 48 hours. And 

that guarantees temperature stability between +2 and +8 °C. 

But the presentation or transport of (luxury) food has also 

become possible with the Cool Case, independent of an 

energy supply. The Cool Case is based on the bwh case 

type "Robust Case" and is immediately available from stock 

in four sizes, but can be adapted to customer requirements. 

Depending on the requirements, the case is equipped with 

an individually dimensioned insulation layer, cooling 

elements and a plastic containers for goods to be 

transported. The certification according to the international 

standard ISTA 7D 2007 certifies that the Cool Case is able 

to maintain the temperature for the specified period of time, 

even when temperature zones are changed several times. 

There is a choice of containers with a useful volume of 5.5 l 

or 19 l. A special insulating layer on one side of the cooling 

elements prevents unintentional undercooling and ensures a 
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constant temperature output. The cooling elements are 

food-compatible and can be reused indefinitely. As reusable 

transport packaging, the Cool Case is therefore particularly 

environmentally friendly. The case can be cleaned quickly, 

easily and hygienically after each transport. The Cool Case 

system with passive cooling is very flexible: desired 

dimensions can even be realised with millimetre precision. 

The Cool Case has ergonomic fittings as well as specially 

developed whisper castors and telescopic handles. The 

exterior design can also be customised using various 

printing techniques.  

 

About bwh special case manufacture:  

For almost 40 years the bwh Spezialkoffer GmbH from 

Hörstel-Bevergern in Germany has been synonym for 

individual case solutions developed according to the highest 

quality criteria. With around 130 employees, more than 

150,000 cases are produced every year for a wide variety of 

applications. Today the company has long since become 

one of the European market leaders in the development and 

production of exclusive transport, presentation, sample or 

equipment cases.  

 


